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Dark Matter is a non-relativistic 
fluid present in the cosmos, 

necessary to explain its dynamics 
and evolution.

Vera Rubin
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A dark sector is a group of related 
particles, one of which is dark 

matter.

Dark Sector

Dark Matter

Dark Force Carriers

Other Dark Particles

Etc

The Standard Model
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Leptons

Gluons

Photon
SM Higgs

W, ZMediators
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We Need Theories
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FIG. 3: Result on spin-independent WIMP-nucleon scatter-
ing from XENON100: The expected sensitivity of this run is
shown by the green/yellow band (1�/2�) and the resulting
exclusion limit (90% CL) in blue. For comparison, other ex-
perimental limits (90% CL) and detection claims (2�) are also
shown [19–22], together with the regions (1�/2�) preferred by
supersymmetric (CMSSM) models [18].

3 PE. The PL analysis yields a p-value of � 5% for all
WIMP masses for the background-only hypothesis indi-
cating that there is no excess due to a dark matter sig-
nal. The probability that the expected background in
the benchmark region fluctuates to 2 events is 26.4% and
confirms this conclusion.

A 90% confidence level exclusion limit for spin-
independent WIMP-nucleon cross sections �� is calcu-
lated, assuming an isothermal WIMP halo with a lo-
cal density of ⇢� = 0.3GeV/cm3, a local circular veloc-
ity of v0 = 220 km/s, and a Galactic escape velocity of
vesc = 544 km/s [17]. Systematic uncertainties in the en-
ergy scale as described by the Le↵ parametrization of [6]
and in the background expectation are profiled out and
represented in the limit. Poisson fluctuations in the num-
ber of PEs dominate the S1 energy resolution and are
also taken into account along with the single PE resolu-
tion. The expected sensitivity of this dataset in absence
of any signal is shown by the green/yellow (1�/2�) band
in Fig. 3. The new limit is represented by the thick blue
line. It excludes a large fraction of previously unexplored
parameter space, including regions preferred by scans of
the constrained supersymmetric parameter space [18].

The new XENON100 data provide the most strin-
gent limit for m� > 8GeV/c2 with a minimum of
� = 2.0 ⇥ 10�45 cm2 at m� = 55GeV/c2. The max-
imum gap analysis uses an acceptance-corrected expo-
sure of 2323.7 kg⇥days (weighted with the spectrum of a
100GeV/c2 WIMP) and yields a result which agrees with
the result of Fig. 3 within the known systematic di↵er-
ences. The new XENON100 result continues to challenge
the interpretation of the DAMA [19], CoGeNT [20], and
CRESST-II [21] results as being due to scalar WIMP-
nucleon interactions.
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Searches for dark matter and dark sectors of all 
kinds put limits on different observables.  Without 

some kind of theoretical structure, we can’t 
compare them.

We need to know how they fit together, and 
whether there are ideas out there worth testing 

by a given experiment.
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Dwarf�Limits�from�4�Years�of�FermiͲLAT�Data
Alex�DrlicaͲWagner,�Stanford�Ph.D.�Thesis,�2013Preliminary gy

• Joint�likelihood�analysis�of�
15�dwarf�galaxies
• Four�years�of�FermiͲLAT�data�
included

|10 GeV
included
• Expected�sensitivity�was�
calculated�from�2000�
realistic simulationsrealistic�simulations
• The�green�and�yellow�bands,�
plus�the�dashed�curve,�
indicate�the�simulation�
results

Discrepancies�from�the�MC�
expected�limits�come�from�a�

l b l d
Preliminary!��A�publication�is�in�work,�and�

1.4V global�excess�in�data,�
dominated�by�Segue�1,�Ursa
Major�II,�and�Willman 1.
• Unresolved�background�

some�changes�are�to�be�expected.

TevPA2013 R.P.�Johnson 18

g
sources?

• Hint�of�a�signal?
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And there is a lot of activity…
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Wide Ranging Parameters…

3.  Dark Matter Candidates 
Although the evidence for dark matter presented in Sec. 2 is overwhelming, the 
constraints on its microscopic properties are weak.  The particle or particles that make up 
the bulk of dark matter must be non-baryonic, cold or warm, and stable or metastable on 
10 Gyr time scales.  Such constraints leave open many possibilities, and there are 
numerous plausible dark matter candidates that have been discussed in the literature.  The 
masses and interaction cross sections of these candidates span many orders of magnitude, 
as shown in Figure 20.  Of the candidate dark matter particles displayed, axions and 
WIMPs are especially well-motivated from a particle physics perspective.  
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Figure 20: The locus of various dark matter candidate particles on a mass versus interaction cross-
section plot35

3.1 Axion 
The axion36 is motivated by the strong CP problem, an unnatural property of the SM.  
The theory of the strong interactions allows a term ��

���� GG ~)32/( 2 , which is explicitly 
CP-violating.  A priori, one would assume �  to be ~1. However, current bounds from the 
electric dipole moment of the neutron impose the tight constraint that .  The 
axion solution to this problem is to make 

1010���
�  a dynamical field, which rolls to a potential 

                                                 
34 Figure courtesy of E.-K. Park. 
36 For a review, see e.g. P. Sikivie, astro-ph/0610440 (2006). 

 59

Dark Matter SAG Report (2007)
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How to Build a Theory 
of Dark Matter
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What is Dark Matter?
• To answer all of our questions about how it 

is produced and what it would look like in a 
detector, we need a description of dark 
matter at the level of fundamental particles.

• In other words, we need to describe it as a 
Lagrangian density governing the evolution 
of quantum fields.

• We need to construct the theory such that 
what little we do know is reflected:

• Dark (neutral)

• Massive

• Still around today 

• Stable or with a lifetime of the order of 
the age of the Universe itself).

“Cold Dark Matter: An Exploded View” by Cornelia Parker 15



Physics Beyond the SM
• The Standard Model of particle 

physics has nothing with the right 
properties to be dark matter:

• Photons, leptons, hadrons, and W 
bosons all shine too brightly.

• Neutrinos are too light.

• Z and Higgs bosons are too 
short-lived.

• Dark matter is a manifestation of 
physics beyond the Standard Model.

• We have lots of ideas for what it 
could be. H
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The Dark Matter Questionnaire
  Mass

  Spin

  Stable?

  Yes

Couplings:

 Gravity

  Weak Interaction?

  Higgs?

  Quarks / Gluons?

  Leptons?

Thermal Relic?

  Yes  No

 No
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Dark Theories
• A theory of dark matter shouldn’t break 

the successes of the Standard Model:

• Poincare invariance

• Energy momentum, angular 
momentum are conserved.

• SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1) gauge invariance

• Electric and color charge are 
conserved.

• SU(2) is spontaneously broken by the 
Higgs.

• Flavor & CP are violated by the 
electroweak interactions, but we know 
that the CKM/PMNS descriptions work 
very well to describe the structure of 
how that happens.

Dark Matter should be described by a 
quantum field corresponding to a 

definite spin, uncharged under U(1)EM 
or SU(3)C.  

(So: no tree-level interactions with 
gluons or photons).

18



(Quasi) Stable
• One of the mysteries of dark matter is why it is very 

massive but (at least to very good approximation) 
stable.

• This is actually telling us something very important 
about how it can interact with the Standard Model.

• We need a symmetry (at least approximately) to 
prevent dark matter particles from decaying.

• The simplest example is a new kind of parity (a Z2 
discrete symmetry), under which the dark matter 
transforms, but the Standard Model does not.

• This symmetry requires the dark matter to couple 
in pairs to SM fields, and prevents decay processes 
from happening.

χ decays.

The number of χ’s is conserved.

� ! ��

<latexit sha1_base64="DUEs0HeIJpiPA+tF08ke8g6YQvQ=">AAAB/3icdZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RQU3bgaL4MaQSEXdFd24rGAv0IQymU6aoZOZMDNRSu3CV3HjQhG3voY738ZJm4KK/jDw851zOGf+MGVUadf9tObmFxaXlksr5dW19Y1Ne2u7qUQmMWlgwYRsh0gRRjlpaKoZaaeSoCRkpBUOLvN665ZIRQW/0cOUBAnqcxpRjLRBXXvXxzGFvqT9WCMpxR08yknXrrjOiZsLuo47MwXxClIBhepd+8PvCZwlhGvMkFIdz011MEJSU8zIuOxniqQID1CfdIzlKCEqGE3uH8MDQ3owEtI8ruGEfp8YoUSpYRKazgTpWP2u5fCvWifT0VkwojzNNOF4uijKGNQC5mHAHpUEazY0BmFJza0Qx0girE1kZRPC7Kfwf9M8dryqc35drdQuijhKYA/sg0PggVNQA1egDhoAg3vwCJ7Bi/VgPVmv1tu0dc4qZnbAD1nvX4bzlc8=</latexit>

SM ! +SM

<latexit sha1_base64="bWpuM112jJovIRtHu9oGd9bUaDE=">AAACB3icdZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV0KMlgEQQhJDL3sim7cCBXtBZpQJtNpO3RyYWailNCdG1/FjQtF3PoK7nwbJ72Aiv4w8POdczhzfj9mVEjT/NQWFpeWV1Zza/n1jc2tbX1ntyGihGNSxxGLeMtHgjAakrqkkpFWzAkKfEaa/vA8qzdvCRc0Cm/kKCZegPoh7VGMpEId/SB1eQCvL8fQ5bQ/kIjz6A6ezGlHL5hGpVy0nSI0DdMsWbaVGbvknDrQUiRTAcxU6+gfbjfCSUBCiRkSom2ZsfRSxCXFjIzzbiJIjPAQ9Ulb2RAFRHjp5I4xPFKkC3sRVy+UcEK/T6QoEGIU+KozQHIgftcy+Fetnche2UtpGCeShHi6qJcwKCOYhQK7lBMs2UgZhDlVf4V4gDjCUkWXVyHML4X/m4ZtWI5RuXIK1bNZHDmwDw7BMbBACVTBBaiBOsDgHjyCZ/CiPWhP2qv2Nm1d0GYze+CHtPcvfXyZGw==</latexit>

Z2:

19



(Quasi) Stable
• More complicated symmetries are possible, such as a Z3 

symmetry under which the dark matter is charged and the SM 
is neutral:

• Such a symmetry allows for dark matter number-changing 
processes, but does not allow the dark matter to decay.  

• Note that it requires the dark matter to be a complex field to 
make sense.

• Of course, there are many variations of this type.  A continuous 
symmetry such as a dark U(1) would imply a conserved dark 
charge, and that there are dark particles and anti-particles 
which are distinguishable.

• The dark matter does not need to be exactly stable.  As long as 
the interactions leading to decays are weak enough, the dark 
matter could persist as a long-lived particle which hasn’t had 
enough time to decay yet.  (The QCD axion is an example).

SM ! +SM

<latexit sha1_base64="bWpuM112jJovIRtHu9oGd9bUaDE=">AAACB3icdZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV0KMlgEQQhJDL3sim7cCBXtBZpQJtNpO3RyYWailNCdG1/FjQtF3PoK7nwbJ72Aiv4w8POdczhzfj9mVEjT/NQWFpeWV1Zza/n1jc2tbX1ntyGihGNSxxGLeMtHgjAakrqkkpFWzAkKfEaa/vA8qzdvCRc0Cm/kKCZegPoh7VGMpEId/SB1eQCvL8fQ5bQ/kIjz6A6ezGlHL5hGpVy0nSI0DdMsWbaVGbvknDrQUiRTAcxU6+gfbjfCSUBCiRkSom2ZsfRSxCXFjIzzbiJIjPAQ9Ulb2RAFRHjp5I4xPFKkC3sRVy+UcEK/T6QoEGIU+KozQHIgftcy+Fetnche2UtpGCeShHi6qJcwKCOYhQK7lBMs2UgZhDlVf4V4gDjCUkWXVyHML4X/m4ZtWI5RuXIK1bNZHDmwDw7BMbBACVTBBaiBOsDgHjyCZ/CiPWhP2qv2Nm1d0GYze+CHtPcvfXyZGw==</latexit>

Z3: � ! e2⇡i/3�
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(Quasi) Stable
• More complicated symmetries are possible, such as a Z3 

symmetry under which the dark matter is charged and the SM 
is neutral:

• Such a symmetry allows for dark matter number-changing 
processes, but does not allow the dark matter to decay.  

• Note that it requires the dark matter to be a complex field to 
make sense.

• Of course, there are many variations of this type.  A continuous 
symmetry such as a dark U(1) would imply a conserved dark 
charge, and that there are dark particles and anti-particles 
which are distinguishable.

• The dark matter does not need to be exactly stable.  As long as 
the interactions leading to decays are weak enough, the dark 
matter could persist as a long-lived particle which hasn’t had 
enough time to decay yet.  (The QCD axion is an example).
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Exercise:

Write down a theory in which the dark matter is a real spin-0 field that 
is a triplet of SU(2) with hyper-charge Y=0, and is odd under a Z2 

symmetry.  Include all of the renormalizable interaction terms the dark 
matter can have with itself and with the Standard Model.
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Bonus points:   Confidently refer to your dark matter particle as the squirrelino.

Exercise:

Write down a theory in which the dark matter is a real spin-0 field that 
is a triplet of SU(2) with hyper-charge Y=0, and is odd under a Z2 

symmetry.  Include all of the renormalizable interaction terms the dark 
matter can have with itself and with the Standard Model.
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Cosmological 
Dark Matter Production



Relic Abundance
• Often, theories of dark matter are 

classified based on how we think the dark 
matter may have ended up being present 
in the Universe.

• While nothing fundamentally demands 
that we sort different theories in this way, 
having a picture for how the population of 
dark matter that we observe today came 
about is part of having an appealing 
explanation for how dark matter fits into 
a theory of fundamental particles.

• With assumptions about the history of 
the Universe, the quantity of dark matter 
can often be predicted.

• That identifies regions of parameter space 
of the theory that are particularly 
interesting, because they nicely align with 
measurements of the dark matter 
abundance. 25



Equilibrium
• The contents of the Universe can often be 

analyzed in terms of the equilibrium 
densities of particle species.

• If particles have rapid interactions 
exchanging energy between them, they can 
be described by a common temperature T.

• If rapid reactions can change the numbers 
of particles, the number density will 
approach the Maxwell-Boltzmann 
distribution.

• This distribution looks very different 
depending on how the temperature 
compares with the mass.  At high 
temperatures, neq ~ T3.  For temperatures 
below the mass, neq drops exponentially:

x=m/T increasing
is

T decreasing
is

time increasing

neq = g

!

mT

2!

"3/2

Exp [!m/T ]

Expanding Universe:
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Boltzmann Equation
• The evolution of the dark matter number density (n) is controlled by a Boltzmann 

equation, which tracks the effect of the expansion of the Universe (H) and the 
creation and destruction of dark matter.

• This equation is easy to analyze in limits: if Γ or (neq <σv>) are large compared to 
H, n is driven toward its equilibrium value.

• If H is large, the interactions are not large enough to maintain equilibrium: n is 
frozen and just scales with the expansion of the Universe.  (So it is constant per 
comoving volume).

• A Universe where dark matter stayed in equilibrium would be pretty boring, 
because as the temperature falls below the mass, the number density of dark 
matter would fall exponentially.

dn

dt
+ 3Hn = �� [n� neq]� h�vi
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eq
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Boltzmann Equation
• Species whose number-changing interactions are in 

equilibrium will rapidly be driven to their equilibrium 
densities.  This is one nice feature of equilibrium 
arguments: they ease sensitivity to the initial conditions of 
the Universe.

• Because of expansion, H α T2 / MPl falls with time.

• The density neq falls exponentially for temperatures below 
the mass, so all interactions (involving massive particles) 
are likely to fall out of equilibrium at large times.

• Decays

• For temperature-independent decays, Γ could easily 
be out of equilibrium at early times, and will move 
toward equilibrium at late times.

• Annihilation

• [for <σv> roughly T-independent], (neq <σv>) could 
easily be in equilibrium at early times.  If not, it will 
never reach it.

Γ

H
<σv> neq

T Decreasing

Mass

Freeze Out

Freeze In

Γ

H

<σv> neq

Mass

T Decreasing28



Freeze Out: WIMPs
• One of the most attractive proposals for dark matter is that it is a 

Weakly Interacting Massive Particle.  

• WIMPs naturally can account for the amount of dark matter we 
observe in the Universe through the freeze out mechanism.  

• WIMPs automatically occur in many models of physics beyond 
the Standard Model, such as i.e. supersymmetric extensions.

• WIMPs are a vision of dark matter for which we can use particle 
physics experimental techniques to search very effectively.

• One needs to be a little careful with the precise definition of the 
term WIMP.:

• Some people may refer to particles which literally experience 
the SM electroweak SU(2) interaction.

• Others may use the term to refer to particles with interactions 
and masses that are roughly electroweak sized, but may be 
formally unconnected to the SM weak interactions.

Available in Blue Raspberry, Fruit 
Punch, and Grape flavors....

$59.99 USD for 20 servings
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The WIMP Miracle
• One of the primary motivations for WIMPs is the 

“WIMP miracle”, an attractive picture explaining 
the density of dark matter in the Universe today 
through the freeze out mechanism.

• It assumes that the dark matter has an exact Z2 
symmetry, such that it can annihilate, but not decay.

• While not strictly a requirement for a successful 
theory of dark matter, this picture is very 
attractive, and so it is worth understanding the 
argument.

•  The picture starts out with the WIMP in chemical 
equilibrium with the Standard Model plasma at 
early times.

• Equilibrium is maintained by scattering of WIMPs 
into SM particles, χχ -> SM and vice-versa.

χ

χ
SM Particles

DM SM
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Boltzmann Equation
• The evolution of the dark matter number 

density (n) is controlled by the Boltzmann 
equation, which tracks the effect of the 
expansion of the Universe (H) and the 
creation and destruction of dark matter.

• The collision terms are controlled by the 
annihilation process where two WIMPs 
transform into SM particles.

• A Universe where WIMPs stayed in 
equilibrium would be pretty boring.

• As the temperature falls, there will be 
fewer and fewer WIMPs present, since the 
fraction of the plasma with enough energy 
to produce them will become smaller and 
smaller.

• (Almost) Nothing would be left!

dn

dt
+ 3Hn = �h�vi
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eq
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Freeze-Out
• However, the expansion of the Universe 

eventually results in a loss of equilibrium.

• When (neq <σv>) << H, the scattering 
that maintains equilibrium can’t keep up 
with the expansion. 

• The WIMPs become sufficiently diluted 
that they can no longer find each other 
to annihilate and they cease tracking the 
Boltzmann distribution.

• Where they “freeze out” obviously 
depends on how big <σv> is.

Universe  
Expands

dn

dt
+ 3Hn = �h�vi

⇥
n

2 � n
2
eq

⇤
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Relic Density
• So the basic picture is:

• We start out with dark matter 
in equilibrium with the SM 
plasma.

• As the temperature falls, the 
number of  WIMPs does too.

• We track the equilibrium density 
until freeze-out:
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• So the basic picture is:

• We start out with dark matter 
in equilibrium with the SM 
plasma.

• As the temperature falls, the 
number of  WIMPs does too.

• We track the equilibrium density 
until freeze-out:
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Freeze Out: Relic Density
• For a WIMP, once we 

know its mass and cross 
section into SM particles, 
we can predict its relic 
density.

• I find it remarkable that 
one simple, reasonable 
assumption (DM is in 
equilibrium with the SM 
at early times) is enough 
to predict the dark 
matter density today in 
terms of the particle 
physics properties of DM.

20 Jun 11 Feng    27

FREEZE OUT: MORE QUANTITATIVE

9 The Boltzmann 

equation:

Dilution from

expansion
��� f f� f f� ���

9 n � n
eq

until interaction rate 

drops below expansion rate:

9 Might expect freeze out at T ~ m, 

but the universe expands slowly!  

First guess: m/T ~ ln (M
Pl

/m
W

) ~ 40

Feng, ARAA (2010)

Increasing <σv>
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WIMP Interactions
• Ideally, we would like to measure WIMP interactions 

with the Standard Model, allowing us to compute       
σ(χχ -> SM particles) and check the relic density.

• If our predictions “check out” we have indirect 
evidence that our extrapolation backward to 
higher temperatures is working.

• If not, we will look for signs of new physics to 
make up the difference.

• The first step is to actually rediscover dark matter 
by seeing it interact through some force other than 
gravitational.

• That tells us which SM particles it likes to talk to and 
in some cases something about its spin, mass, etc.

χ

χ
SM
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Exercise:

Program the Boltzmann equation for a particle that annihilates into the 
Standard Model into Mathematica or Python.  You may find it convenient 
to use the variable x=m/T in place of the Temperature, and note that for 
a radiation-dominated Universe, t = 1/(2 H) and H α T2/MPl, which allows 

one to convert time t into temperature T via dx/dt = H x.

Choose some arbitrary initial value for the number density n and treat 
<σv> as a (constant) parameter.  Evaluate the long term number density 
for different <σv> and plot the density as a function of x (equivalent to 

time or temperature).

You may find the calculations in arXiv:hep-ph/0206071, Section 3 helpful.
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Freeze In
• Another very interesting possibility is production 

through freeze in.

• Freeze assumes negligible initial n, and requires 
small couplings, such that the particle does not 
reach its equilibrium number density. 

• If these couplings are small enough, the relic 
particle’s lifetime could be large enough for it to 
be dark matter, even if it decays.  This is different 
than the case of freeze-out, where the relevant 
interactions need to be large enough to maintain 
equilibrium at early times.

• There are many different scenarios, 
corresponding to different interaction types with 
the Standard Model.

• For example, a quartic interaction of the form  
χ2 SM SM allows for an χ that is exactly stable, 
and interacts with a pair of SM particles in the 
thermal bath.

Freeze In

Γ

H

<σv> neq

Mass

T Decreasing

Hall, Jedamzik, Russel, West JHEP 03, 080 (2010)
arXiv:0911.1120 
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Figure 4: In (a) we show the contours of ⌦h2 as a function of the mass mX and
coupling � for the case of a quartic interaction. The plane can be divided into two
“phases”: X freeze-out, phase (I), occurs for large coupling and X freeze-in, phase
(III), occurs for weak coupling. In (b) we take a slice at fixed mX ⇠ v and plot the
variation of ⌦h2 as a function of the coupling �.

whether X is a fermion or boson, and on how many X fields appear at the interaction. For each
such scheme one can compute the dark matter abundance in terms of the coupling and the masses
of the relevant particles, and we find that there are just four possible behaviours

• (I) Freeze-out of X.

• (II) X decouples with a full “T 3” number density.

• (III) Freeze-in of X.

• (IV) Freeze-out of bath particle.

Hence, the parameter space of any such theory can be split into four “phases” according to which
behaviour yields the dominant dark matter abundance. Two of these phases correspond to the
well-known case of freeze-out (I and IV). However, the introduction of very small renormalisable
couplings to a theory introduces the possibility of two new phases; one with freeze-in (III) and
the other having decoupling with a full relativistic abundance (II).

The above list is ordered so that, as the interaction strength between X and the bath is
decreased, one passes down the list, although all four “phases” do not appear in all theories.
Below we give two illustrative examples of this “phase” behaviour, then we argue that for very
small values of � the “phase” structure takes a universal form.

5.1 Phase diagram for a quartic interaction

Suppose that X is a scalar and the interaction with the bath is via a quartic coupling to a bath
scalar B

LQ = � B†BX†X. (5.1)
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Figure 5: In (a) we show the abundance phase diagram with contours of ⌦h2 as a
function of the coupling � and the mass mX for the case of a Yukawa interaction,
eq. (5.3). If �2 >

p
mX/MPl, X undergoes conventional freeze-out giving region I;

while in region II, with mX/mPl < �2 <
p

mX/MPl, X decouples from the bath giving
a yield YX ⇠ 1. In region III, with mX/mPl > �2 > (mX/MPl)2, YX never reaches unity
and freeze-in provides the dominant contribution to dark matter. For �2 < (mX/MPl)2

the dominant mechanism generating dark matter arises from  1 freezing out and then
decaying to X +  2, giving region IV. In (b) we take a slice at mX = 1 TeV and plot
the variation of ⌦h2 as a function of the coupling �.

where no distinction is made here between Mu and MPl.

5.2 Phase diagram for a Yukawa interaction

Suppose that the scalar, X, interacts with the bath via a Yukawa interaction with two fermions

LY = � 1 2X, (5.3)

where m2 ⌧ mX < m1, with mX and m1 of the same order of magnitude. The stabilising
symmetry is a Z2 carried by both X and  1, which is the lightest bath particle odd under the
symmetry. Hence, the dark matter is X and it has an abundance with an order of magnitude
determined by (mX ,�). Contours of ⌦h2 are shown in Figure 5a, and all four phases discussed
above occur, in the regions labelled (I), (II), (III) and (IV).

The initial X abundance is assumed to be negligible, and as we progress from phase I to
phase IV the freeze-in process becomes successively less e�cient. If �2 > mX/MPl, corresponding
to regions I and II, a full thermal X abundance is produced at temperatures above mX . If
�2 >

p
mX/MPl, X undergoes conventional freeze-out via the reaction XX !  2 2, giving

region I; while in region II, with mX/MPl < �2 <
p

mX/MPl, X decouples from the bath at
T > mX , giving a yield YX ⇠ 1. On the other hand, with �2 < mX/MPl, the freeze-in process,
 1 !  2X, is less e�cient, so that YX never reaches unity in regions III and IV. In region III,
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Freeze In
• Different interaction types have different 

systematics, leading to different phase 
diagrams for dark matter production.

• Another example chooses a Yukawa 
interaction of the form  χ ψ1 ψ2, where χ 
is the dark matter, ψ1 is a heavier dark 
particle (also Z2 odd) which interacts with 
SM fermion ψ2.

• Assuming that m2 is larger than mχ, 
eventually, any left over ψ2 particles will 
decay into the dark matter χ.

• The parameter space is rich and interesting, 
with values of the coupling that correspond 
to either freeze out of χ during periods 
where it is non-relativistic or relativistic, 
freeze in of χ, or freeze out of ψ1 followed 
by its decay. Hall, Jedamzik, Russel, West JHEP 03, 080 (2010)

arXiv:0911.1120 
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Figure 5: In (a) we show the abundance phase diagram with contours of ⌦h2 as a
function of the coupling � and the mass mX for the case of a Yukawa interaction,
eq. (5.3). If �2 >

p
mX/MPl, X undergoes conventional freeze-out giving region I;

while in region II, with mX/mPl < �2 <
p

mX/MPl, X decouples from the bath giving
a yield YX ⇠ 1. In region III, with mX/mPl > �2 > (mX/MPl)2, YX never reaches unity
and freeze-in provides the dominant contribution to dark matter. For �2 < (mX/MPl)2

the dominant mechanism generating dark matter arises from  1 freezing out and then
decaying to X +  2, giving region IV. In (b) we take a slice at mX = 1 TeV and plot
the variation of ⌦h2 as a function of the coupling �.

where no distinction is made here between Mu and MPl.

5.2 Phase diagram for a Yukawa interaction

Suppose that the scalar, X, interacts with the bath via a Yukawa interaction with two fermions

LY = � 1 2X, (5.3)

where m2 ⌧ mX < m1, with mX and m1 of the same order of magnitude. The stabilising
symmetry is a Z2 carried by both X and  1, which is the lightest bath particle odd under the
symmetry. Hence, the dark matter is X and it has an abundance with an order of magnitude
determined by (mX ,�). Contours of ⌦h2 are shown in Figure 5a, and all four phases discussed
above occur, in the regions labelled (I), (II), (III) and (IV).

The initial X abundance is assumed to be negligible, and as we progress from phase I to
phase IV the freeze-in process becomes successively less e�cient. If �2 > mX/MPl, corresponding
to regions I and II, a full thermal X abundance is produced at temperatures above mX . If
�2 >

p
mX/MPl, X undergoes conventional freeze-out via the reaction XX !  2 2, giving

region I; while in region II, with mX/MPl < �2 <
p

mX/MPl, X decouples from the bath at
T > mX , giving a yield YX ⇠ 1. On the other hand, with �2 < mX/MPl, the freeze-in process,
 1 !  2X, is less e�cient, so that YX never reaches unity in regions III and IV. In region III,
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Non-Thermal Production
• Bosonic fields can also be produced as an 

initial condition of the Universe.

• For example, gravitationally at the end of 
inflation.

• If the masses and interactions are small 
enough, the field can persist as an 
expectation value until late times.

• When the mass of the field becomes 
comparable to the Hubble scale, it begins 
oscillating and starts behaving like a 
collection of particles.

• This type of production is famous in the 
discussion of axion dark matter (in the case 
where the Peccei-Quinn symmetry is 
broken before inflation), but also applies to 
other light scalar and vector particles as 
well. From a nice review in:

Wantz, Shellard PRD82, 123508 (2010) [0910.1066]42



Final Caveats about Cosmological 
Dark Matter Production



Early Times are Uncertain
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Early Times are Uncertain

eVMeVGeV100 GeV

Big Bang  
Nucleosynthesis CMB

QCD  
Confinement

EW Phase  
Transition?

DM Freeze Out?

Baryogenesis?

Before BBN, most of what we know about the physics in the early Universe is an 
extrapolation based on the Standard Model + ingredients such as dark matter. 

Features such as inflation, dark matter, and the existence of a baryon asymmetry are all 
indications that ingredients are missing at earlier times… the extrapolation is uncertain!

Today
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Freeze Out Relic?

But what do we know about the 
history of the Universe?

As an example to illustrate this point, let’s imagine 
what could go wrong with the freeze out calculation.
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But what do we know about the 
history of the Universe?

We understand the Universe back to the time of 
Nucleosynthesis from the abundance of H, He, and Li.

T

20. Big-Bang nucleosynthesis 3
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Figure 20.1: The abundances of 4He, D, 3He and 7Li as predicted by the standard
model of big-bang nucleosynthesis. Boxes indicate the observed light element
abundances (smaller boxes: 2! statistical errors; larger boxes: ±2! statistical and
systematic errors). The narrow vertical band indicates the CMB measure of the
cosmic baryon density. See full-color version on color pages at end of book.

20.2. Light Element Abundances

BBN theory predicts the universal abundances of D, 3He, 4He, and 7Li, which are
essentially determined by t ! 180 s. Abundances are however observed at much later

July 14, 2006 10:37

MeV

Freeze Out Relic?
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What does that mean for DM?

We understand the Universe back to the time of 
Nucleosynthesis

T

20. Big-Bang nucleosynthesis 3
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Figure 20.1: The abundances of 4He, D, 3He and 7Li as predicted by the standard
model of big-bang nucleosynthesis. Boxes indicate the observed light element
abundances (smaller boxes: 2! statistical errors; larger boxes: ±2! statistical and
systematic errors). The narrow vertical band indicates the CMB measure of the
cosmic baryon density. See full-color version on color pages at end of book.

20.2. Light Element Abundances

BBN theory predicts the universal abundances of D, 3He, 4He, and 7Li, which are
essentially determined by t ! 180 s. Abundances are however observed at much later

July 14, 2006 10:37

A typical WIMP had already frozen 
out through annihilation

MeV

Freeze Out Relic?
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Lots Could Happen

We understand the Universe back to the time of 
Nucleosynthesis

T

A typical WIMP had already frozen 
out through annihilation

Some other particle could 
decay into DM

MeV
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Lots Could Happen

We understand the Universe back to the time of 
Nucleosynthesis
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A typical WIMP had already frozen 
out through annihilation

Some other particle could 
decay into DM

MeV

Physics could look different from our 
expectations (because of a VEV, etc)
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Lots Could Happen

We understand the Universe back to the time of 
Nucleosynthesis

T

A typical WIMP had already frozen 
out through annihilation

Some other particle could decay into SM 
stuff, diluting the dark matter we had.

Some other particle could 
decay into DM
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Physics could look different from our 
expectations (because of a VEV, etc)
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early period of matter 
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Lots Could Happen

We understand the Universe back to the time of 
Nucleosynthesis

T

A typical WIMP had already frozen 
out through annihilation

Some other particle could decay into SM 
stuff, diluting the dark matter we had.

Some other particle could 
decay into DM

Physics could look different from our 
expectations (because of a VEV, etc)

This is a feature!

Understanding the annihilation 
cross section could verify the 

WIMP miracle and push back our 
understanding of the Universe to 

earlier times.

MeV

There could be an unexpected 
early period of matter 
domination or inflation
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Recap : Part 1
• Despite the fact that we know very little about its fundamental nature, 

constructing a realistic theory of dark matter is actually a highly constrained 
enterprise because of the need for it to be long-lived, electrically and SU(3)-
charge neutral, and the symmetries of the Standard Model.

• Once we have a theory of dark matter, we can ask ourselves how it may have 
been produced in the early universe.  

• For thermal processes, a Boltzmann equation tracks how the number density 
evolves and can lead to the correct abundance in different regimes.  Both freeze 
out and freeze in can reproduce the observed abundance in different regimes of 
parameter space.

• That said, we should be cautious in terms of how we use the relic abundance to 
motivate the parameter space of a model.  If our assumptions about the history 
of the universe are incorrect, it may point us into the wrong direction.

• A better way to look at the relic abundance is that once we discover the 
particle nature of dark matter, we can use it to constrain the properties of 
early cosmology.
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